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Abstract

Now a days the LGBT community is becoming something normal in the eyes of the
society thanks to all the justice and ﬁghts our
past members have done, who only looked
for equality and to end the discrimination of
our community. Today we have found it easier
to adapt to society and have a normal life just
like every other heterosexual.
LGBT COIN is an all-inclusive ecosystem made
for the people and dedicated to the world.
Any one regardless of their sexual orientation
and/or gender identity, can support lesbian,
gay, bisexual, and transgender people by
using our coin for their own transactions.

Intro
We are a project that seeks to
end this discrimination,
inequality between genders.
Our vision is based on creating
a united crypto community
where only peace and love for
cryptocurrencies matters
hand in hand with the entire
LGBT community.
LGBT COIN is one of our tools
to seek for that equality sending a message to all those
covered people that secretly
belong to our community, we
want to let them know that
there is no need to be ashamed of what you really are, we
want them all to come out of
the closet and MAKE OUR
PRIDE GO BIG!

NFT’s
We have decided to connect our LGBT COIN to our nfts so we can have that
plus in our project, in each of our nfts we want to make our community feel
projected and know that all together we will make our pride go big!
All these nfts are created by kids from our community looking to express what
they feel from the bottom of their hearts.
https://rarible.com/lgbtcoin/owned

View
Our NFT’s
https://rarible.com/lgbtcoin/owned

How to
Buy?

-Install the Metamask Plugin for
Chrome.
Head to Metamask.io and install the
Chrome Extension. Follow the Steps
from their guide to set up your wallet.
-Fund your wallet with BNB.
You can buy via Metamask with credit
card or transfer BNB from your
chosen wallet/exchange.
-Connect your wallet to
Pancakeswap.
Visit https://pancakeswap.ﬁnance/swap.
-Paste the contract Address:
0xC397DC02d2BAc0755626F54d2741bc2403d1E193

and swap it!

